Distribution of traumatic lesions of corpus callosum in "inner cerebral trauma".
This study deals with the topographic distribution of traumatic lesions in the corpus callosum within the pattern of "inner cerebral trauma". Material for neuropathological investigations consisted of 49 brains of patients who suffered closed head injury of the acceleration type with linear translation of acceleration acting along the longer axis of the head. As a control, 5 brains were investigated in which the direction of linear translation was latero-lateral. The patients were divided into 4 groups according to reconstruction of the traumatic event and ascertaining of the direction of the linear translation of acceleration: (1) Medial blow (antero-posterior and postero-anterior), (2) Semioblique left blow (frontal left-occipital right and occipital right-frontal left), (3) Semioblique right blow (frontal right-occipital left and occipital left-frontal right), (4) Vertex-base direction. Fornix and septum pellucidum, as anatomically adjacent structures were also investigated. The results showed that the lesions in the corpus callosum were related to the pattern of "inner cerebral trauma" (ICT) (Grcević 1982), and the biomechanical conditions originally proposed by Lindenberg. These investigations, carried out on a representative material of 54 brains and by subserial histological analysis of the entire corpus callosum, produced a new evidence for our previous preliminary observations about the correlation of the shape and distribution of the periaxial lesions of the pattern of "inner cerebral trauma" and direction of the linear translation of accelerating forces. Our present investigations showed a striking congruence between the pattern of lesions within the corpus callosum in such type of cerebral trauma and the course of linear translation of acceleration. Furthermore, this study proved the importance of topographic interpretation of lesions in the corpus callosum in vivo i.e. by the CT and MRI examinations, because they may serve as a significant information for reconstruction of the biomechanical conditions of the injury which can be of importance for early therapeutical strategy and forensic interpretations of the accident. By using silver impregnation-techniques for histopathological study of the corpus callosum, we could confirm our previously expressed concept on "focalized" and not "diffuse" axonal injures in ICT (Grcević 1988). In this study corpus callosum served as a representative anatomical structure for axonal studies showing that axonal lesions strictly follow the pattern of tissue lesions with definite focal principle.